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The letter under consideration is divided into ten clauses, and I propose to deal
with it in that order.

In the first clause the letter speaks of " unforeseen " difficulties in attempting to
carry out the contract, etc., and in thé second clause the use of the word " unfore-
seen," is sought to be justified on the ground that " the conditions of the new struc-

-tore require a greater depth of excavation in the bed of the river than that in which
experience was bad in the construction of the present aqueduct, and because the
mode of construction is different." iHad no aqueduct therefore been successfully
built at Welland some twenty-five or thirty years ago, the writer of the letter would
have been without his argument in support of " unforeseen " difficulties.

The third clause states that the location of the new Acqueduct conpelled the plac-
ing of the coffer-dams so close to the proposed structure as to destroy their stability
by the moving of the ground on which they stood, after the counterpoise afforded by
the river water and bed had been removed.

This statement is readily met by the fact, that on the west side of the first sec-
tion of the proposed Aqueduet, the contractors were not limited for space, but instead
of keeping well away 1rom the site of the Aqueduct,therebygetting into shoal water,
and giving a form to the coffer-dam which was suggested to them by many parties,
they came as close to the proposed structure as they could do, with any show of
reason, for the purpose of reducing the area of the space to be enclosed, and conse-
quently lessening the quantity of water to be pumped out of the coffer-dam. It is,
therefore, reasonable to infer that had they been equally unrestricted on the other
aides of the coffer-dam, the sane false ideas of economy would have prevailed. The
location argument and the removal of counterpcise is pàrticularly unfortunate for the
contractors' from the fact that the first and great failure of the coffer-dam occurred on
the west aide, where, as already stated, there was abundance of room for any
description of coffer-dam.

On this side, on the night of 10th October, 1878, the coffer-dam burst, and became
a total wrock for 130 feet in length, where the water had only been lowered four
feet ten inches, and not a particle of material had been removed from inside the dam
since the piles were driven. When it is taken into consideration that the coffer-dam
'was to stand against a head of water varying from 26 feet at low water to 32 feet at
bigh water, the fact of its going to pieces for 130 feet in length when not one-fil th of
the head was upon it which it would have to stand at low water, seems to call for
some othor reason than the one advanced in clause 3 of the contractors' letter.

In the 4th clause the letter says: " That the true nature of this foundation was
not suspected by the Government engineers is evident from the fhct that we were
compelled, &c., &c., to fill the coffer-dam with water to prevent the canal bank giving
way before we had commenced work rear the said bank.

The reply to this clause is, that before the design of the proposed aqueduct was
prepared, careful boreings were taken on the site and neighborhood of the proposed
Aqueduct, which boreings are referred to in clause 5, page 11, of the specification, and
a furtber indication of the character of the bottom is given in clause 4, page 7,.of the
specification, where it is stated that it is believed from the nature of the material
which forms the bottom, that the greater portion of the piles required for a dam of
the class above referred to can be driven without being shod with iron, and that one
top band will be sufficient for every ten or twelve piles, thereby indicating procisely
such a bottom as has becn fourid.

The facts as regards the pile driving are, that the piles were not shod with iron,
but that instead of a top band serving for ten or twelve piles, it did not for some
time serve for ten or twelvo blows; wlether in consequence of the bottuom being
Lard or of the bands being made of cheap iron, I will leavo the contractors to state.

As to the canal bank moving before the contractors had commcnced work neuar
the said banks, Mr. John Hunte'r is aware that such is not the case, as -the tou of the
canal bank, on the side riext the river, had been dredgcd away to a coierbl
extent before a pile was driven for the coffor-dama, and the novemient on Li bank
did not occur until the coffer.dam had been puraped out. The movement of tho
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